The small heat-shock protein, alphaB-crystallin, has a variable quaternary structure.
alphaB-crystallin is a major structural protein in the lens that is found in a variety of other tissues and is associated with numerous neurological disorders. It is a member of the small heat-shock protein family and possesses chaperone-like properties. Cryo-electron microscopy has been applied to analyze the quaternary structure of human recombinant alphaB-crystallin, which spontaneously forms roughly spherical multimers 8 to 18 nm in diameter. Class-sum images based on nearly 5000 alphaB-crystallin particles reveal the presence of a large central cavity, weak regions of density within the protein shell, and an asymmetric quaternary structure. The class-sum images are variable in size and shape, and are suggestive of snapshots of a conformationally flexible assembly. As gel-filtration chromatography reveals a range of molecular masses (650 (+/-140) kDa) for the assembly, the class-sum images were further classified on the basis of total molecular mass. A reconstruction at approximately 4 nm resolution was calculated from the images assigned to 32 subunit (approximately 645 kDa) assemblies. Comparison of class-sum images with reprojections of the reconstruction indicates that the resolution is limited by the variable nature of the assembly. A three-dimensional variance map indicates significant structural divergence within the protein shell and on the outer surface of the particle. Some of the strong variance may correspond to the flexible, exposed C-terminal residues of the alphaB-crystallin monomers. The variable quaternary structure of alphaB-crystallin is consistent with the polydisperse size of the assembly and the previously observed subunit exchange between multimers. Thus, we propose that the monomer packing is variable, and that the quaternary structure of the assembly is not completely defined. A variable alphaB-crystallin quaternary structure may facilitate binding of target proteins in up to stoichiometric ratios.